Great Wood Home Learning Recommendations
Year 3

May 18th – May 22nd 2020

Kon’nichiwa 3H and 3HR! Here are the learning recommendations for next week. We hope you are all keeping well and looking out for each
other. We are so proud of all of you and we have been stunned at how busy you have all been with your home learning. We are particularly
impressed at how you have got to grips with the diagnostics arena on IXL. Keep it up! It seems that many of you have really enjoyed our
crocodile theme in English; thank you for sharing your superb information posters on crocodiles. A little mention to Karina, Amy and Jessica S in
3H and to George Hr and George Ho in 3HR for your fantastic posters and amazing drawings of crocodiles. We would also like to say well done
to Leyton for super maths works.
We would also like to say thank you to everyone who sent us photos of their crocodile models. They made us smile! Connie in 3HR was inspired
by this and continued to make many jungle animals! Thank you also to Madeleine in 3H who made a fantastic crocodile PowerPoint.
Below is a suggested timetable for your home learning this week. Don’t worry if you don’t stick to it or don’t get everything done; they are just
recommendations for things you could do. Look at your daily pages below for more details about the activities each day.
English
Maths

Monday
English - Shoes
IXL Diagnostic &
Number of the Week

Grammar,
Adjectives
Punctuation
and Spelling
Science/Topic Science - Light

Tuesday
English - Shoes
IXL Shape Skills

Adjectives
History – AngloSaxons

Wednesday
English - Shoes
IXL Shape Skills &
National Flags
challenge
Adverbs

Thursday
English - Shoes
IXL Shape Skills &
Convince Me! cards

Friday
English - Shoes
IXL Shape Skills &
Twelve Pins challenge

Adverbs and adjectives

Adverbs and adjectives

History – Anglo-Saxons

History – Anglo-Saxons

Design and Technology

Maths – Congratulations this week go to George, Oliver S and Alfie L (3H) and Gabby, Oliver and Joseph (3HR) for being the most active pupils
from each class on TT Rockstars during the past week. The competition for the top spot for the Studio Speed class leaders is certainly becoming
tighter each week. Well done to our new leader Joseph (3HR) and well done to Oliver (3H) for retaining his title. Huge well done to everyone
again this week and keep practising those times tables and try setting a new personal Studio Speed record this week. A few minutes of tables
practice each day is really useful and this can be done in many different ways - check your home learning pack for some other ideas.
In Maths, Monday is our ‘Diagnostic day’. Focus on the Diagnostic arena in IXL to keep your ‘Bars as Stars’ and keep practising your different
calculation strategies with the Number of the Week - you can do them all today or work on them throughout the week.

Our focus for the rest of the week is Properties of Shape. Each day we will have a suggested activity or activities on IXL and may have an
additional activity linked to shape. Using correct and accurate mathematical vocabulary is very important when working with the properties of
shape. Remember to be specific with the vocabulary you use and make sure you use the correct word for each property or each shape. If you
need to check the meanings of any words, you can use the illustrated Maths dictionary at https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/.

English – The theme for this week in English is Shoes. The challenges for this week include watching different film clips, exploring three
versions of The Elves and the Shoemaker story, and writing responses each day.
Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling – This week we are recapping adjectives and adverbs. Remember adjectives describe nouns while
adverbs describe verbs and sometimes adjectives. Watch this clip about adjectives: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWB8rTg0jzQ and these
two about adverbs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yo8pzuE97EA and ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Elj6pJXLEA

History – This week we are continuing to learn about Anglo-Saxons. We will focus on: Anglo-Saxon life and artefacts, culture and stories, and
Anglo-Saxon laws (Danegeld). There is a PowerPoint attached with Thursday’s activity. Don’t worry if your computer or device doesn’t have
Microsoft PowerPoint. You can view it in your email account as a preview, by using Google Slides (if you use Gmail) or by accessing the PDF
version in the Year 3 Home Learning section on the website.

Science – As we are coming to the end of our light topic this week, we thought it would be nice to bring it to a close by reflecting on all we have
learned about light.

DT – Have lots of fun designing and making your own board game. This suggested activity could continue into next and for all the family to enjoy
together.

Get in touch
This week, we would really like to see your comic strip for your ‘shoe people’ story. You can also send us pictures or information about anything
else you have been working on too if you like. Ask your parents to help or do it by yourself. Remember, for 3HR, please send your email to
3rh@greatwood.lancs.sch.uk. This is only for 3HR. Anyone in Mr Hudson’s class should send work to stephen.hudson@greatwood.lancs.sch.uk.

Great Wood is providing you with options and choices to promote learning but does not wish to put undue pressure on children and families at this time. What is
recommended will consolidate areas that the children have already covered and when we return to school teachers will make sure all gaps in learning are filled. Please
contact your child’s teacher by email if you have questions.

Dojo Points and Star of the Week
We will be using ClassDojo to award Dojo points to celebrate success in your home learning. You can earn Dojo points for a variety of things,
such as accessing IXL and TT Rockstars, reading, sending examples of work to us, or emailing to tell us what you’ve been doing. You can also
earn extra points depending on how much you do on IXL and TT Rockstars. We will also be awarding a ‘Star of the Week’ from each class with 5
Dojo points each week.
Congratulations to our Stars of the Week this week!
Connie (3HR) has been shining bright this week. Well done for your fantastic
version of Monkey and Mango Island, read so beautifully. Not forgetting all jungle
animals you made too. Well done Connie for a terrific week.
Alfie L (3H) has had a super busy week becoming a crocodile expert using
research skills. He has also been hard at work improving his mental maths with a
dartboard and he made some lovely poppies for VE Day.
Here are the Dojo points awarded to the children in 3HR and 3H. 3HR collected 206 points this week and 3H collected 180 points. Let’s see
which class can collect the most next week! Below are the current totals for each class:

3HR:

3H:

Day

English

SPaG

Maths

Suggested Afternoon Activities (if you
have time)

Monday

Watch and enjoy the film Caterpillar
Shoes together:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
tYa6OLQHrEc
Watch the film again and write down
the types of shoes the caterpillar
wears and who he gives them to.
Pause the film when needed so you
can write them down.

Adjectives

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
(in a browser, not on the app).
Go to the ’Diagnostics’ page and click on
the ‘Step into the arena’ button. Answer 15 of
the questions independently and without help
from anyone else. If you get stuck or don’t know
the answer, click on the ‘I don’t know this yet >’
link and move on to the next question.

Science
This is our final session on light. We
thought it would be nice to bring together
all we have learned by creating a fact file
on light.

Then write sentences, e.g. The
caterpillar gave his … to the … so …
Check all sentences for spelling and
punctuation together.
Now hunt for all the shoes in your
house and make a list, e.g.
 school shoes
 trainers
 flip flops
 slippers
Write a sentence about each type of
shoe in your house, who wears them
and for what, e.g.
My Dad wears walking boots when he
goes out hiking.
I wear flip flops when I go on holiday.
My sister wears trainers when she
goes running.
Include the conjunction ‘when’ in
each sentence to join the ideas
together. You could switch each
sentence around so that the sentence
begins with ‘when’, e.g. When she
goes running, my sister wears
trainers.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the suggested learning for
today.
TIP: Adjectives describe nouns
(objects, places, people, things).
Watch this clip to recap
adjectives:

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=HWB8rTg0jzQ

Refer to the ‘IXL Diagnostic Guidance Document’ for
more detailed instructions if needed.

Access the Number of the Week document at
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/primarymaths/
download/file/Number%20of%20the%20Week%20Y3
%20Wk4.pdf

NB: You will need to copy and paste this link to
your browser.
Have a go at answering the questions around this
week’s number. You could do them all today or
just do a few each day over the week.
Answers can be found at
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/primarymaths/
download/file/Number%20of%20the%20Week%20Y3
%20Wk4%20Answers.pdf

NB: You will need to copy and paste this link to
your browser.

Remember all the different things you
have learned about light in the previous
weeks.
 UV light
 Reflective light
 Opaque, translucent, transparent
objects
 Shadows
 How we see
Have a look at some of the clips and
activities on light and shadows on
Espresso.
https://central.espresso.co.uk/espresso/
modules/s2_light/index.html?source=subj
ect-Science-KS2-ScienceResource%20types
You can log in with these details:
Username: student18441
Password: greatwood

Tuesday

The Elves and the Shoemaker Explore
the different versions of the story via
the websites below.
Read the story together here:
https://www.educationworld.com/sit
es/default/files/The%20Elves%20and
%20the%20Shoemaker.pdf
Listen to the story of The Elves and
the Shoemaker here:
https://www.storynory.com/theelves-and-the-shoemaker/
Watch a version of the story here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
tXhnbioZs1M
Discuss together what has happened
in the story after exploring each
version above.

Adjectives

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the suggested learning for
today.
TIP: Adjectives describe nouns
(objects, places, people, things).

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link.
Have a go at the activities that have been set for
you today relating to shape. Try and get your
‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for each activity.
Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and earn
your Gold medal?
Top Tip 😊:
Remember to use your best mathematical
vocabulary when working with shape. Think
about what specific property each word refers to.
If you’re not sure what a word means, or which
word to use, you can check using the illustrated
Maths dictionary at
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/

Anglo Saxon Life
Watch the video:
Anglo-Saxon Life on Espresso:
https://central.espresso.co.uk/espresso/p
rimary_uk/subject/module/video/item119
6152/grade2/module1190561/index.html
You can log in with these details:
Username: student18441
Password: greatwood
What do the artefacts (objects) in the
video tell us about how people lived in
Anglo Saxon times?
Optional activities:
You could draw your favourite object and
write a fact file about it.

Which version of the story is your
favourite and why? You may now
choose to write a review for each
version, e.g.

How was it used?
Who used it?

Story 1
I really liked ... I would give this story
… stars out of 10.

Look at this BBC Bitesize page:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z
xsbcdm/articles/zqrc9j6c

Story 2
I really liked … I would give this story
… stars out of 10.

Who would you have liked to have been in
Anglo Saxon society?

Or...

Explain why.
Story 3
I really liked … I would give this story
… stars out of 10.
Check all sentences for spelling and
punctuation together.

Wednesday

Watch and enjoy the introduction to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
8CoFm_PEims
Write down the names of the
different shoe people in the film that
you meet, where they live, and
describe their houses, e.g.
Chorley the clown lives in a … house.
It has…
It is…
TOP TIP
Remember to use capital letters for
the names of the characters and
describe each house using interesting
words (adjectives).
Watch and enjoy these episodes of
The Shoe People together and discuss
what happened in each.
The Windmill has Stopped
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
ErJUXmX_keE
Margot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
GwcQbmaNpvo
This is to prepare ideas for creating a
new story tomorrow!

Adverbs

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the suggested learning for
today.
TIP: Adverbs describe verbs. They
tell us how, when or where
something happened.
Watch these clips to recap adverbs:

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=yo8pzuE97EA

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link. Have
a go at the activity that has been set for you
today relating to shape. Try and get your
‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for the activity.
Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and earn
your Gold medal?
Go to
https://nrich.maths.org/7749
and access the National Flags activity. Read the
‘Problem’ page and use your shape skills to help
you work through it. You can click on the ‘Getting
Started’ link to help with ideas of how to begin
solving the problem and then click the ‘Solution’
link to find out how you did. These are both
found in the top left corner of the page.

Anglo Saxons: Art, stories, jewellery, toys
and culture
Visit:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx
sbcdm/articles/zwjq2hv
Read through the sections about swords,
jewellery, stories, toys and riddles.
What did Anglo Saxon treasure and
jewellery look like?
How did they tell stories?
What was the story of Beowulf?
What toys did Anglo Saxon children play
with?
Can you solve the riddle?

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=8Elj6pJXLEA

Optional activities:
You might want to do one or more the
following:
A) Draw your own Anglo Saxon sword
using their patterns.
Top Tip 😊:
You could print out images or draw different flags
and make notes around/annotate them to record
the different properties you find. Remember to
use your best mathematical vocabulary and
check meanings using the illustrated Maths
dictionary at
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/.
You can use the flags from the ‘Problem’ page or
choose flags of your own. You can find images of
different flags at https://flagpedia.net/

B) Turn the lights off and make you room
dark, then retell the story of Beowulf to
your family. Don’t scare them too much!
C) Write a riddle in the style of the Anglo
Saxons.

Thursday

Following on from the ideas and
episodes viewed yesterday, create
your own ‘shoe people’ from the
shoes in your house which you may
have explored earlier in the week.
Give each shoe a name and then
create a house for each of your shoes
to live in. Describe it, e.g.
Walter the walking boot lives in a …
house.
It has…
It is…
Discuss ideas for your own episode
for The Shoe People series using your
new shoe people from your house.

Adverbs

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the suggested learning for
today.
TIP: Remember what you have
learned about adjectives and
adverbs from your previous
learning this week.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link. Have
a go at the activity that has been set for you
today relating to shape. Try and get your
‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for the activity.
Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and earn
your Gold medal?
Look at the Convince Me cards below and discuss
them with someone.
NB: You could zoom in or copy and paste them
onto a new Word document and make them
bigger if they’re too small to see here.

Anglo-Saxons: Danegeld
You will need to read the PowerPoint
‘Danegeld’ attached to your email.
Danegeld was part of the Anglo Saxon
legal system.
If people committed crimes in AngloSaxon Britain, they would have a
punishment or have to pay money
(Danegeld).
Do you think Danegeld is fair?
Why? Why not?
How is it similar / different to our legal
system nowadays?

Create a storyboard/cartoon strip for
your new episode with speech
bubbles.

Optional activity:
Think of some of our class rules or your
home rules and come up with a payment
system using today’s money.

Examples are here to look at before
you create your own cartoon strip:
http://www.bigblogcomics.com/
http://www.moosekidcomics.com/

For example: Leaving your room messy =
£2
Or...

Here are a couple of blank cartoon
strips that you can print out if you’d
like, or you can simply draw your own
boxes.
https://images.creativetemplate.net/
wp-content/uploads/2015/10/ArchTop-Comic-Strip-Template.pdf
https://images.creativetemplate.net/
wp-content/uploads/2015/10/TopAngled-Comic-Page-Template.pdf

You could create and write a rule system
for your parents where they would have
to pay different amounts for different
“crimes” and “misdemeanours”.
What do you think about Thinking Tom’s
statements? Is he correct? Can you explain to
someone what you think and why? Can you
record what you think or show your working out
in some way? Have a go!

e.g. £10 for leaving the toilet seat up.

https://images.creativetemplate.net/
wp-content/uploads/2015/10/ComicStrip-With-Speech-Bubble.pdf
Check all sentences for spelling and
punctuation together.

Top Tip 😊:
Remember to use the illustrated Maths dictionary
at
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/
to help you if you are unsure of the meanings of
certain mathematical words. Words you might
check for are right angle, perpendicular and
parallel.

Friday

Watch and enjoy the film:
The Small Shoemaker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
fEUwBMThY1w

Adverbs

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Discuss what happened and how one
special shoe won the day!
Select a shoe and write an advert for
it.
Use ideas you have collected this
week for different shoes from your
house. Perhaps your advert could be
based on one of the pairs of shoes
you’ve found! Look at these
advertisements first:
JML advert
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
6Y4iCXfHNac

Select the suggested learning for
today.
TIP: Remember what you have
learned about adjectives and
adverbs from your previous
learning this week.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link.
Have a go at the activity that has been set for you
today relating to shape. Try and get your
‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for the activity.
Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and earn
your Gold medal?
Access the Twelve Pins activity sheet at
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/primary
maths/download/file/Twelve%20Pins%201505.pdf
NB: You will need to copy and paste this link to
your browser.
Explore drawing and naming shapes and
identifying their properties using a 12-pin board
by connecting the dots using straight lines:

Cosyfeet advert
https://www.cosyfeet.com/tvadvert
Write a script for your advert. Think
about including persuasive features in
your script such as:
name of your shoes, the facts or
benefits, any appealing adjectives, a
snappy slogan, any special offers and
from where it is available to buy.
Check all sentences for spelling and
punctuation together.

Design and Technology
We thought it would be fun for you to
design and make your own board game.
This could continue into next week and
something you could enjoy with your
family at home.
Have a go at designing and making your
own board game, for you and your family
to play. Think about what board games
you enjoy playing at home. Have a look at
them and evaluate them. Think about
what you like about them. What you
dislike about it. What you could improve.
Think about a theme you would like it to
be based around e.g.
 Jungle
 Anglo-Saxon
 Country/city
 Science
Who are your players/pieces?
Think about your rewards or forfeits for
players. How are you going to know when
the game is over?

When drawing shapes, it is important to use a
ruler and draw accurately. You could think of the
name of a shape and then try to draw it using the
pins or draw a shape and then try to name it.
Check page 2 of the document for the
recommended shapes and properties on which
to focus. Solutions can be found on pages 2-5.

You could write instructions for the board
game, so players know the rules and how
to play.
You could make a dice or spinner if you
don’t have one at home.
Here are some examples below to give
you some inspiration. Most importantly,
have fun!

Top Tip 😊:
Print out the last page of the activity sheet to
record your ideas. Remember to use the
illustrated Maths dictionary at
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/ to help
you with the names of different shapes and their
different properties.

We would love to see what you create!

